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WASHINGTON: Pakistan may use nuclear weapons against
India if the latter goes for a large scale military assault
against it in retaliation for a major terror attack emanating
from across the border, two top American experts have
warned US lawmakers.
Given the presence of a strong government in New Delhi
and the pressure on it from Indian citizens in the event of a
repeat of 26/11 type terror attack, the ties between the two
neighbours have greater danger of escalating towards a
devastating nuclear warfare, in particular from Pakistan.
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Such a dangerous scenario can only be avoided by the US working with Islamabad to ensure that there is no
further large scale terror attack on India emanating from Pakistan, two top American experts - George
Perkovich and Ashley Tellis - told members of the powerful Senate Armed Services Committee
Subcommittee on Strategic Forces during a hearing yesterday.
"South Asia is the most likely place nuclear weapons could be detonated in the foreseeable future. This risk
derives from the unusual dynamic of the India-Pakistan competition," said Perkovich, vice president for
Studies Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
"The next major terrorist attack in India, emanating from Pakistan, may trigger an Indian conventional military
riposte that could in turn prompt Pakistan to use battlefield nuclear weapons to repel an Indian incursion.
India, for its part, has declared that it would inflict massive retaliation in response to any nuclear use against
its territory or troops," he said.
"Obviously, this threatening dynamic - whereby terrorism may prompt conventional conflict which may prompt
nuclear war - challenges Indian and Pakistan policy-makers. India and Pakistan both tend to downplay or
dismiss the potential for escalation, but our own history of close nuclear calls should make US officials more
alert to these dangers. The US is the only outside power that could intervene diplomatically and forcefully to
de-escalate a crisis," Perkovich said.
Tellis said the most useful US contribution towards preventing a Pakistani use of nuclear weapons in such a
scenario -- and the Indian nuclear retribution that would result thereafter -- would be to press Pakistan to exit
the terrorism business or risk being left alone (or, even worse, the object of sanctions) if a major Indian
military response ensues in the aftermath of any pernicious terrorist attack.
"Other than this, there is little that the United States can do to preserve deterrence stability between two
asymmetrically-sized states where the gap in power promises to become even wider tomorrow than it is
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today," he said.
Both the experts, who are from the Carnegie, told members of the Senate sub-committee that Pakistan today
has more nuclear weapons than that of India.
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Parag (Mumbai)
16 Mar, 2015 10:55 AM
Pakistan will never do such attack. Because it knows very well any such stupidity will remove it from world map.
There will be no pakistan after that. India though will get serverly damaged but will remain alive. So think well , very
well before pressing Launch Button. Kaisa beta hai Baap ko hi maarna chahta hai. Aurgangzeb ne wahi kia lekin
tum Dara ki tarah aman ke raaste pe chalo
Anil Kumar (Delhi)
28 Feb, 2015 12:34 AM
Ironically, terror attack threat is not from outside. India is already facing the challenges put forward not only by the
domestic extremists and separatists movements but also the locals living near the nuclear plants. Since their
demands are turned down, now many villagers are threatening to protest with country made bombs. Such accidents
have already happened killing many by bomb blast, any strong attack can result in nuclear disaster.
Ravin (UK)
27 Feb, 2015 10:21 PM
From the very beginning, India has blamed Pakistan for every terror attack. Even Samjota Express attack was
actually carried out by extremist hindus but Pakistan was blamed. On the other hand Indian involvement in Baloch
insurgency is an open secret to all. RAW's involvement in destabilizing Pakistan is already confessed by Ajit Dovel,
security advisor to pm Modi. It means, India blames Pakistan for home staged terror attacks
Supriya (Kanya Kumari) replies to Ravin
16 Mar, 2015 10:57 AM
What was Osama doing in Pakistan. Enjoying Pakistani Hospitality. You have succesfully been
misleading the whole world but after Osama chapter no body believes Pakistan.
SUMIT SANYAL (Canada) replies to Ravin
03 Mar, 2015 02:45 AM
Nobody in the world believes Pak. You know it. All terrorism worldwide has pak connection. 9/11,
Charlie heabo, London bombing, madrid bombing, Glasgow airport attack. Do you mean to say
RAW did it? Don't fool yourself. Nobody else can be fooled.
Sirshendu Debnath (Sweden)
27 Feb, 2015 05:11 PM
"Both the experts, who are from the Carnegie, told members of the Senate sub-committee that Pakistan today has
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